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Order Automotive Touch-Up Paint On-Line

(PRWEB) August 20, 2000 -- A new site on the web, www.PaintScratch.commakes ordering touch-up paint for
your automobile easy. Simply select your year, make and model and the site displays a list of colors, color
names and color codes. For many models, you can tell by looking at the screen which color is on your vehicle.
If you must locate your color code, detailed instructions are given on how to find it.

The site is full of tips and instructions on how to repair those inevitable chips and scratches. With over 5,000
colors currently listed on the site, it is one of the most complete listings of automotive colors on the web.

"Our goal is to have nearly all the automotive colors made after 1980", says Collin Harris who designed and
built the website. Mr. Harris also said the site will eventually list all colors made for specialty vehicles such as
Porsche, Mercedes, Rolls Royce, etc. since 1960. Since the website opened in May, orders have already been
shipped to nearly every state in the US and several foreign countries.

You can choose between a touch up bottle or a spray can. In addition, the site sells clearcoats, tricoats and
primer. Orders are usually processed within 48 hours and are sent via the Post Office or UPS.

For more information, contact:

PaintScratch
Collin Harris
775-831-9493
ceh@PaintScratch.com
www.PaintScratch.com
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Collin Harris
PaintScratch

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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